We've updated our joining instructions to be more accessible and visually clear, and enhanced the controls and settings for presenters.

Take a look at some of the new changes incoming:

**Old Design**

**New Design**

You can collapse the joining instructions here, even when in full screen.

If you have a timer set, it will display at the top of the slide.

Activation instructions are now on the far left.

Lock and unlock control is now a single icon in the Present Controls bar. To toggle between lock and unlock, click this icon.

Control your timer from the Presenter Controls, even in Present mode. You can pause or restart the timer with these buttons.

If you have any questions about these updates, please reach out to your designated Customer Success Manager.
Multiple Choice Improvements

Visual updates to the bar columns in addition to:

- **Results Count Display**
  - To display results on the chart, enable "Total results" in any activity's Visual Settings.
  - This will display the response counter at the top, just below the timer.

- **QR code and instructions moved to side panel for easier participation.**

Free Text

New functionality and visual design that make responses easier to view:

For example, Test Wall now allows you to "favorite" a response to make it larger and easier to view on the chart.

Clickable Image

Clickable Image has been improved to be more accessible:

- Clickable Image activities now have red and green dots to indicate clicked locations. For correctness, the dots will display either checkmarks or x's for correct and incorrect answers.
- Revealing regions or correctness will darken and blue the undefined areas of the image, while keeping the marked regions bright and in-focus.

Q&A

Q&A activities have been tidied up so that interaction doesn’t obscure the content:

Up and downvotes are now displayed below the response, and the "favorite" (star) and "hide" (checkmark) options are now on the far right of the response box.